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The book under review is a collection of eleven articles, nine of which were presented at a conference in honour of Professor Seán Ó Coileáin convened at University College Cork between 7-8 September 2012. The conference was dedicated to ‘the centerpiece of Fiannaíocht literature, Agallamh na seanórach ‘The dialogue of the ancients’’ (p. vii), the composition very much close to the heart of Prof. Ó Coileáin as well as to his colleagues: the subject permitted to bring together specialists from different fields within and without the institution hosting the conference. The volume is furnished with short contributions by Gearóid Ó Crualaoich and Joseph Falaky Nagy on aspects of the honorand’s biography and scholarship, contains a prologue, list of abbreviations, tabula gratulatoria, bibliography, list of contributors and index.​[1]​ 
Suffice it to say that the study of the fiannaíocht tradition has recently been rejuvenated due to the activity of G. Parsons and S. Arbuthnot, in collaboration with S. Ní Mhurchú, who convened two stimulating conferences on the subject with subsequent proceedings of the first one already published (Arbuthnot & Parsons 2012, rev. Poppe 2014) and those of the second in preparation. Needless to say, the subject will never be exhausted and it is revealing to see dedicated and focused scholarship developing and encapsulating new ideas and names. Such ‘cusp of a renaissance in Celtic Studies’ was noted by J. F. Nagy who spoke of ‘the young scholars, brimming with knowledge and energy, coming from varied backgrounds, and trained at universities from both sides of the Atlantic’ (p. 5), many of whom are the former students of Prof. Ó Coileáin.
 The editors of the volume chose to include two articles by Ó Coileáin in the volume. The first, ‘Place and placename in fianaigheacht’ is appropriate to start the volume since, by its very nature, Agallam na seanórach is nothing else but place-names and places of narration. The article provides the reader with the history of scholarship on the subject, taking into account works by A. Bruford, K. McCone, G. Murphy, E. MacNeill, M.-L. Sjoestedt, T.F. O’Rahilly, M. Ó Briain, P. Mac Cana, R. Baumgarten, and bringing into equation other medieval Irish learned traditions such as the Ulster cycle and the ‘roughly contemporary prose dindshenchas’ (p. 17) for which the onomastic element was central. Place-name patterns and features contained in the Agallam delineate the very nature of the composition: ‘places’ are nothing else than ‘words’, they are ‘intangible’ rather than ‘physical’, created for an imaginative and stylistic effect rather than for the drawing of a geographical map, having no value in history: they either have double identity (‘X which is now/today called Y’) (Mac Cana 1982: 338), or else no identity as they ‘must remain forever unvisited’ (p. 16). The audience participates in their creation. As ‘out-tales’, they are loosely bound with the main narrative, contained of a series of self-sufficient ‘in-tales’.
Anne Connon continues this vein of thought in a purely historical rather than mythopoetic way, focusing on a specific ‘out-tale’/‘in-tales’ connected with Connacht. She re-creates the composite landscape contained in such ‘in-tales’, and argues that the Acallam was written in the Augustinian house of canons at Roscommon, for six hundred years linked to the ruling family of Úa Fínnachta of Clann Murchada and Clann Chonnmaig within the Síl Muredaig sept of Muintir Roduib, ‘signalled by the marked attention which the text pays to their lands’ (p. 37). As a particular example of such attention, Connon provides a detailed analysis of the series of episodes concerned with the parish of Oran, which, in her view, received ‘the highest topographical profile in the entire Acallam’ (p. 39). The fact that the compiler of the compilation chose to distinguish ‘between the two nearby, but separate, locations, rather than telescope them together’ (p. 46) argues for his personal knowledge of the area. 
Having thus answered the question ‘where’ the text was written, she goes on to find out ‘when?’ and ‘by whom?’. In terms of dating, she postulates a hypothesis that ‘the final Connacht section of the Acallam likely dates to the years of Áed [mac Cathail Úa Conchobhair]’s rule: 1224-1228’ (p. 54). Historical evidence of the Aed’s patronage of the Cistercian Cîteaux house through Mellifont from 1224, and the signature of the lord of Muinter Roduib in the 1224 Cîteaux charter provides further evidence to argue in favour of her view. Discussing the question of dating from a linguistic perspective, she refers to the work by Nuner (1958-9) indirectly supported by Murray (2012: 45), but heavily criticised by Mac Eoin (1961) and recently Breatnach (2015) for not taking into account the immediate linguistic context of the verbal forms cited. As far as the possible identifications of the Acallam’s author are concerned, such possibilities are drawn from ‘the list of Clann Murchada personnel who dominated the ecclesiastical offices at the Augustinian house of Roscommon’, the likely candidate being Tipraite Úa Brain, ‘saoi cléircechta, sencusa, 7 breithemhnassa ‘a master of clerical life, lore and judgement’’ (p. 57, see AFM 1232). 
Not denying the importance of the historical analysis of the Acallamh compilation, the immediate problem that such analysis entails is the absence of the proper academic edition of the text. Connon does not bring the evidence of any of the five manuscripts in which the text is contained, but draws on the Stokes edition (1900), which puts her in a difficult position: she has to rely on the publication whose composite and unreliable character was a matter of criticism (Stern 1901, recently Breatnach 2015).
In order to understand Ann Dooley’s discussion of ‘The European context of Acallam na senórach’, we will have to look at Prof. Ó Coileáin’s second article in the volume. He deals with the poem Géidid cúan, ‘a lament spoken by Créd/Créide for her husband Cáel... on his being drowned on the last day of the battle of Ventry’ (p. 219). Following the rule that where a poem occurs in a prose context, ‘we cannot always assume that prose and verse were a unity’ (Carney 1968: 22), Ó Coileáin proposes to move away from the poem’s traditional association with Ventry, and presents a highly sophisticated analysis of place-names of West Kerry, to be more precise, ‘the poet has travelled south-westwards from Ardpatrick in co. Limerick to the neighbourhood of the Paps and is now... in the neighbourhood of present-day Rathmore’ (p. 230). Following the ‘Place and placename’ article methodology, Ó Coileáin argues for a literary, rather than topographical, quality of place-names mentioned in the poem: ‘place has become text... a fluid world cannot be mapped precisely in a conventional way’ (pp. 224, 230). 
Ann Dooley reinforces Ó Coileáin’s argument, emphasising the value of imagination and vitality of the stories, their connection to diffuse cultural memory as well as distinct streams of narrative, presented as ‘a paratactic threading of small stepped individual stories’ (p. 61). Such stories can take different forms in the fiannaíocht: from bodily wounds and scars, reminders of heroic adventures as signs of memory for Caílte, to sounds of music and melodies by which the Fenian performance art was transmitted. The mediation of stories and metaphors through memory and music was not limited to the Fenian lays alone, but can also be found in the continental (Lais of Marie de France; Tristan of Gottfried von Strassburg; Estoire des Engleis by Geffrei Gaimer) and insular (Branwen Uerch Lyr; Culhwch ac Olwen; Giraldus Cambrensis) comparanda. 
Joseph Falaky Nagy discusses the social position of the fíanna from the point of view of social exchange and economic trade. Choosing the typologically similar ‘Phoenicians of the ancient Mediterranean world as the mascots of this paper’ (p. 94), Nagy defines typical Fenian behaviour as the one coloured by an eternal search for profit, offering pragmatic services for valuable goods and vice versa, mediating between the natives and the foreigners, showing the latter their way in and communicating the way out to the former. Most importantly, the fían survivors are responsible for the introduction of writing in Ireland, which ultimately annihilates their importance from the prospect of cultural mediation, bringing forward the one of economic and mercenary nature.
John Carey brings us through divisions of time rather than those of space. Pace traditional perception of the Acallam as two-dimensional where the Christian present is intertwined with the pagan past (cf. Parsons’ article below), Carey presents a more sophisticated picture. We follow Oisín to the mythical time of the síde, immersed in the legend of the supernatural Túatha Dé Danann. We walk with Caílte and St. Patrick through the plains of Ireland of the Christian epoch, reminiscing about the age of the Fenian heroes. In this respect, ‘the people of the síde, the fénnidi and the emerging Irish church are situated at three points on a single temporal axis’ (p. 83). Beyond the mythical, legendary and historical pasts the reading audience is reminded of the future (deridh aimsire ‘latter time’), the era when the Acallam shall entertain, and of the present – the time of the author who weaved his own concerns and aspirations into it. 
To understand the dynamics of Acallam na senórach, it is important that together with ‘a number of temporal layers within the narrative’ (p. 109), the multiple levels of the story’s discourse be recognised.​[2]​ Geraldine Parsons focuses on the first level – the narrator’s voice, in its relation to the second told by Caílte, and to the approaches of contemporary redactors of the Táin and other tales. The imposed presence of the narrator encouraged by ‘the parallels presented between Caílte’s style of narration and that of the narrator’ (p. 123) argues for a ‘careful crafting’ strategy to engage the audience. Among technical devices of such engagement she notes the use of focalisation markers. These include temporal interlocutors (iss)in tan sin ‘(in) that time’, ríam ‘ever’, and discursive phrases such as risa ráiter/risa n-abar ‘which is called’, dála ‘as regards, concerning’, conidh ‘so that it/this is’. In her opinion, these markers delineate different episodes so that the reader sees the complimentary relationship between the protagonist and the author concerned with the preservation of the legendary and imaginary landscape. The anonymous narrator, however, contributes a ‘definitive’ dimension: he hints at his knowledge of future events, as well as imposes his authority over the production, presenting the story as the full and cohesive ultimate version of the fíanaigecht tradition.
The research into narrative matters of the Acallam takes on an ethnographic twist as Stiofán Ó Cadhla’s likens the pair of Caílte and St Patrick of the medieval times to that of a folklore collector and informant of the 20th century Ireland, the dialogue between the protagonists in the form of a questionnaire reminding of a technique with which the ethnographers feel very much at home when collecting their data (see the list of the Acallam’s 134 questions appended to the article). ‘Presented as a dialogue, conversation or survey’ (p. 129), the Acallam is characterised by an interest in archaic fragments, artefacts and monuments, in performative and ritualistic aspects of the every-day Fenian behaviour, attention to various toponyms and music, calendar and quarter festivals, cures and charms, the ancestral belief in fairies and the universal power of magic. This may explain the composition’s popularity with the traditional Gaelic-speaking storytellers, the European antiquarians and its repercussions in mixed cultural contexts in early modern North America.
Pádraig Ó Macháin chooses to focus on a single manuscript of the Book of Lismore in which the shortened version of the tale, the so-called An Agallamh bheag, is contained, and the context in which the composition appears in the manuscript. From a thematic point of view, the Agallamh bheag occurs in the row of compilations that Ó Macháin calls the ‘principal kingship tales’ (príomhscéalta na ríogachta, S. 146), including ‘The settling of the Tara’s manor’ (Suidiugad teallaig Temra), ‘Tale of Hugh Baclamh and Diarmait mac Cerbaill (Scéal ar Aodh Baclámh agus Diarmaid mac Cearbhaill), ‘Fingen’s vigil’ (Airne Fíngein), as well as tales that emphasise various aspects of kingship, such as the legal (‘Book of Rights, Leabhar na gceart) or historical (Caithréim Cheallacháin Chaisil) ones. From a structural point of view, it is surrounded by traditional lore compilations arranged on the basis of the ‘Question-Answer’ formula, and such focus on the dialogical form and interest in the ancient lore is continued right through to Airne Fíngein, the last text in this sequence. In terms of their plot, they are governed by persons from the Otherworld who relate the state of things in Ireland of the legendary age to the ones who had no knowledge of this before: the descriptions in their tone are close to those found in the old Irish wisdom texts Audacht Morainn and Tecosca Cormaic where the fortunes of the righteous kingship are invoked. Such circumstance poses two further questions: why the scribe chose to write a Fenian tale in the collection primarily concerned with kingship and why he broke it suddenly as soon as he started. While the second question could be explained by the absence of ink on the part of the scribe who chose not to return to the subject in much detail as soon as the ink became available, the answer to the first question should be sought in the structural framework of all the compositions just cited: their literary analogues could be found as far back as the Plato’s dialogues, and the dialogical structure was frequently employed in the vernacular compilations that belonged to the historical, legal, grammatical and Patrician traditions.
Joseph J. Flahive reminds us of the divisions of the Agallamh witnesses between the earliest group (the so-called Agallamh proper) consisting of Laud 610, Rawl B 487, Franciscan A4 and A20 (a), the Book of Lismore and the text’s epitome (An Agallamh bheag, discussed by Ó Macháin above), while he focuses on ‘the third Agallamh, a unique text preserved in one original manuscript only, RIA 24 P 5’ (p. 164), which he calls the Reeves Agallamh, ‘in honour of the antiquarian bishop William Reeves, from whose library it came to the [Royal Irish] Academy’ (p. 165). Referring to Julia Kühns (2006), he reiterates her main observation: ‘the Agallamh bheag is not merely an epitome; it introduces significant quantities of narrative verse not present in the earlier version’, similar conclusion can be born in relation to the Reeves Agallamh under discussion.
The most modern version of the Agallamh (‘the new Agallamh’, An tAgallamh Nua) is the subject of the paper by Síle Ní Mhurchú. The paper consists of nine sections, its primary aim being an analysis of the manuscript tradition of the text, copies of which are preserved in the thirty three manuscripts dating from the late seventeenth-early eighteenth century to the late nineteenth. Having revised the discussion of the Agallamh proper in the first section, she proceeds to list six episodes of which the new Agallamh is contained of in the second, while in the third she delves into the nuances of its manuscript tradition, presenting us with its earliest manuscript witnesses such as TCD H.5.4 (no. 1376; compiled c. 1699-1702), NLI G 114 (c. 1700-3) and RIA 23 C 30 (no. 783; c. 1733). She also enumerates the copies of the second and the third manuscripts just mentioned, and in the fourth section she presents other compilations in which various episodes from the new Agallamh can be found. Sections five and six are concerned with the ‘new Agallam’ language analysis in comparison with the so-called ‘Agallamh proper’, and the transcriptions of extracts from two episodes, ‘The tale of Arthur’ (Scéal Artúir mhic Bheinne Briot) and ‘Caoilte at the court of the King of Ulster’ (Caoilte i gCúirt Rí Uladh), contained in the Book of Lismore, NLI G 114, Laud 610 and UCC 107 are provided. Discussing the origin of the prologue to the new Agallamh in TCD H.5.4 in the seventh section, Ní Mhuirchú draws attention to G. Keating’s Forus Feasa ar Éirinn influence on its compilation. Her further analysis is focused on similarities and differences between the prologue of the Agallamh proper and that of the new Agallamh. While the similarities can be found in the prologue, these do not necessarily have to be explained by the influence of the former on the latter; more so by the independent character of the new Agallamh compilation. As far as the differences are concerned, the episode of Oisin in the Tír na nÓg which is inserted circa 1850 by Nioclás Ó Cearnaigh into the flow of the narrative in RIA 23 E 11 is noteworthy as it fills the notional gap of what happened to Oisín and Caoilte after the demise of the Fianna, and before Caoilte met Patrick. Finally, the eighth and ninth sections are devoted to a detailed analysis of the six episodes contained in the new Agallamh in juxtaposition with their counterparts in the Agallamh proper. The episodes are based on various sources independent of the latter, their order of appearance in the new Agallamh does not correspond to the one in the Agallamh proper, and their provenance is governed by a uniform thematic pattern of the young warriors all receiving their martial training from Finn, thus demonstrating the educational function of the text as its central feature.
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^1	  It is unfortunate that the full bibliography of Prof. Ó Coileáin’s work was not included; this deficiency, however, can be explained by the editors’ dedication to a single topic compensated by a short list of Ó Coileáin’s publications on p. 241. We look forward to seeing further publications in which this omission will hopefully be rectified.
^2	  The framing story itself is told on the first level of narrative by the anonymous narrator, whereas Caílte’s stories are told on the second, ‘within Caílte’s stories... there are characters who themselves tell stories... and within the stories told by these third-level narrators there may sometimes be characters who tell stories on yet a fourth level’ (McTurk 2001: 179).
